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BLOCK TRAINING
Block 3 – Strip Mall Tactical Simulation
In the spring of this year we tried a new concept with our Blue Card Continuing Education Training Program. In past years we
have scheduled Incident Commander (IC)
continuing education outside of our Block
Rotation Schedule. The Blue Card Instructor Cadre thought it may be beneficial to
schedule this continuing educations as a
part of our block rotation each year. Block
training would allow us to expose not only
certified ICs, but other non-certified officers and firefighters. This exposure allowed
non-certified personnel to participate, increasing their awareness of the importance
of clear communication. In addition, this
format proved to be very efficient in getting
certified personnel into the simulation lab.
In all, over 250 certified ICs completed the
strip mall recertification simulation during
the block rotation.

this block training event over the course of
four weeks. The zone 3 High Rise Procedures was developed by a training consortium advisory group and approved by the
operations committee earlier this year. The
procedures and guidelines set the standard
for deployment of resources at a High Rise
incident and have been matched to the high
rise operation terminology and best practices used in the rest of King County.

Block 5- High Rise Training
Conducted at the Port of Seattle parking
garage, this initial High Rise training was
the result of four years of effort amongst
the Training Consortium and stakeholder
departments within Zone 3. A total of 498
Consortium and area firefighters attended

Through the efforts of Consortium Training
Officers’ (TO) and stakeholder departments,
a new dispatch modifier was created for Automatic Fire Alarms and Sprinkler Water
Flow Alarms in High Rise Occupancies. This
modifier recommends two engines, one ladder, and one battalion chief to all fire alarms

At the task level, fire companies were trained
on hose deployment, high rise kits, standpipe
connections, pumping standpipes (tandem
and stand-alone) and the functional positions required at a High Rise Incident. All
companies had the opportunity to receive
training in the functions of Lobby Control,
which included evaluating and controlling
elevators, as well as seeing different methods
of carrying hose to the fire floor.

FROM THE CHIEF’S DESK
in these structures. This was determined to
be a best practice, as any fire in High Rise
occupancies will need a large number of resources and personnel. The High Rise Procedures were approved by the Operations
Chiefs in February of 2016, and training on
these types of incidents will continue into
2017 and 2018.
Block 6 – Live Fire Training
This year annual live fire training was held at
South King Fire and Rescue, Station 68. The
drill was designed to practice Fireground
skills such as: search and rescue, fire attack,
hose handling, forcible entry and ventilation. The training also incorporated a Multiple Company Operation (MCO) feature that
had multiple units respond to two distinctly
different scenarios. Fire crews were challenged with a very fast moving and dynamic
environment. In all over 500 firefighters received live fire training in 2016.

2016 was a year full of many
changes in training.

The

majority of the year was focused on developing the
eLogic

learning

manage-

ment system and building
content in all of the curriculum categories that are de-

livered each year. To date there are over 600
individual learning objectives or activities built

out in 28 subject areas. Other consortium efforts were successful in standardizing the JATC
program, and conducting two recruit academies.

Recruit class three started in January of 2017

with 25 recruits, three times the size of the first

class one year ago. The large class size is an
indicator of things to come as all agencies begin
to have an increase in retirement over the next

several years. The Training Consortium experienced higher than normal turnover also over the

last year. We begin 2017 with 9 staff members
replacing training officers who rotated out during

the year. In addition to new personnel we are
working to add training in several key areas for

2017. Work continues to complete training for
Incident Safety Officer, Officer Development,
and Health and Wellness. We are working to

complete the training process to move all consortium departments to ESO for patient care

reporting by the end of the second quarter of

2017. We know that 2017 will be just as challenging as 2016. We look forward to meeting

those challenges and continuing to facilitate unified training on a regional level.

Deputy Chief
South King County Fire Training Consortium
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TECHNICAL
RESCUE

Rope Technician Training
The Rope Instructor cadre hosted several training events during the second half of
2016. Each series of training taught about 60
technicians.
There were two quarterly training sessions
covering situations considered to be likely
scenarios for Rope Techs to respond. The
first was in late July and covered handling
victims located over an embankment such as
a fallen hiker or car off the road. It was in a
steep setting dictating the use of a two-rope,
mainline and belay system.
The second session in late October focused
on a vertical setting, such as a window washer or someone stuck on a cliff face. There was
emphasis on the smooth transition of the
Stokes basket and attendant over the edge.
This training was conducted at the Port of
Seattle parking garage.
Rope instructors also delivered a second 5
day Initial Rope Technician class. There were
fourteen students from six different departments in Zone 3. Locations for the training
varied from Station 28 in Burien, a water
tower on the Duwamish River in Tukwila,
and the Green River Gorge. The initial rope
technician class was provided at no cost to
consortium departments. This is a considerable cost savings when compared to the cost
of outside certification programs.
RS2- Rescue Systems/ Structural Collapse
Training for Rescue Systems 2/Structural
Collapse (RS2) consisted of two different
events. The sessions covered five days and
trained about 70 RS2 Technicians.
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SKCFTC sent four students to the full 80hour Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI)
class and sixteen other students to the 16hour UASI refresher at the Joint Training
Facility (JTF) in Seattle. This comprehensive
training includes heavy breaching and cutting, the use of large cranes to move slabs
around, and extensive hands on training in
Earthquake/WMD type scenarios.
In addition to the UASI training, the Consortium hosted RS2 training at station 68.
South King Fire and Rescue built a “pile”
(concrete slabs, rubbish, cars, etc.) at Station 68 similar to the larger one located at
the JTF. This year’s focus was on light frame
collapse. Students tunneled into a simulated
collapsed garage, shored it, and then extricated the victims stuck in cars.
Trench Rescue Training
Sixty-four attendees were part of the fourday annual Trench Rescue drill, once again
held at the JR Hayes quarry pit in Maple
Valley, which included training in our most
common type of possible rescue scenario: a
residential side-sewer trench collapse.
Confined Space Rescue Training
The second Confined Space Drill of the year
occurred in the month of December. Over
three days, personnel performed permitted entry scenarios into the Seattle Water
Department transmission main tunnels in
Renton. The annual confined space entry
drill is a requirement that gives technicians
the opportunity to practice all of the parts of
a confined space rescue in one drill.

WATER RESCUE

Dive Rescue
The 2nd half of 2016 Dive training topics included boat-based dives, anchoring systems,
circle search patterns, compass navigation,
and deep water diving. The Zone 3 Dive
Team developed common practices for anchoring systems for all of the Zone 3 boats.
This curriculum will be taught to all Zone
3 boat operators in 2017. These joint dive
trainings have improved deployment times
which were clearly demonstrated in several
real calls this past summer.

Swift water Rescue
The last two swift water drills for 2016 tested
our Swift water Technicians. They worked
on extrication of patients from partially submerged vehicles. These incidents are very
physically demanding and require challenging skill sets to prepare our techs for a common call in our region, a car in the river. In
addition, skills for handling strainers and
line-crossing were integrated into the drill.
We had approximately 45 students over four
days participate. The last drill of the year
was the annual scenario-based drill. Multiple victims were staged in the water and
gave technicians an opportunity to demonstrate the skills in real-time with a command
structure in place.
Rescue Swimmers
Our Rescue Swimmer Instructors had another outstanding year getting our swimmers ready for the 2016 season. They provided twelve pool classes and fourteen lake
classes. Our Zone 3 Rescue Swimmers used
their training multiple times in 2016 on actual calls and performed very professional-

ly. The annual scenario drills were well received and integrated the Rescue Swimmers
and Dive Team. This joint training between
rescue swimmers and divers are vital for a
smooth and safe deployment of all resources.

Boat Operators
By the end of the second year of the Rescue
Boat Operator (RBO) program, Kent, Tukwila, Maple Valley, Renton and Burien/North
Highline fire departments had RBOs who attended consortium training. There are two
distinct programs within the RBO training;
RBO Stillwater: for operations exclusively
in lakes (non-current), and RBO Current:
for operations that occur in both lakes and
rivers (water with current). RBO Stillwater
trained on Lake Washington for an eighthour, one-day class. RBO Current trained
on Lake Washington, the Duwamish River,
and in the Snoqualmie River for three days
total. Both types of boat operators’ training programs had a specific curriculum and
training objectives. Standard documented
training for high risk operations like boat
ops in the hazard zone improve the safety of
responders during actual emergencies.
All RBOs participating in Consortium training days are expected to teach and practice
these skills with the other boat operators
in their departments. Each participant was
provided with access to the curriculum and
the practical checklists for their own use.
Future growth in the program will include
specific training and objectives for RBO and
SCUBA Diver interoperability, night operations, and scenario-based skill development.
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SPECIAL OPS
Light Rail Training
Over thirty participants from the Consortium played a role in the Sound Transit Link
Light Rail Emergency Response Exercise on
August 20th, one of several requirements for
certifying the rail station for revenue service. The objectives for the simulated incident included a response to a derailed Light
Rail Vehicle with resultant electrical fire and
multiple injuries. The scenario demonstrated interoperability between Sound Transit
Link Control Center, incident command,
emergency responders, and Sound Transit
field personnel. Consortium departments
with light rail in or near their first due areas
were assigned emergency responder training
through the LMS that overviewed vehicles,
systems, and response considerations.
ARFF Awareness
In late July and early August we held a total
of 12 sessions of Aircraft Rescue and Firefighter (ARFF) training at Boeing field to
meet the intent of NFPA 403. This standard
addresses familiarity of airport facilities and
operations for stations that are expected to
respond onto airport properties to assist
with operations.
The Training Consortium, Galvin Flight,
King County Sheriff ’s ARFF unit, and the
airport operations staff hosted approximately 120 firefighters in three stations to help
structural firefighters understand the aircraft and flight operations at King County
International Airport.
The three stations consisted of working with
the ARFF unit on incidents, a tour of the
runway and tower, and finally an orientation
to mid-size turbine aircraft that operate at
Boeing Field.
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Hazmat
The second half of 2016 included sixteen
hours of block training focused on HM Safety Officer, Air Monitoring, Research, and
presentations from King County Sheriff ’s
Office (KCSO) and the Washington Army
National Guard. Incident Commanders in
Zone 3 were offered a HM Incident Commander (HM IC) course taught by training
consortium instructors. We will continue to
offer this excellent class in the future. The
Consortium also provided HM Operations
level training to all other personnel covering
High Risk PPE, Defensive Actions and Bakken Oil response.
Throughout the year Hazmat technicians
have conducted HM Saturday Drills. These
drills provide intense focus on a skill set one
month then test those skills in a scenario
based drill the next month. The Zone HM
Providers have seen interoperability and
proficiency levels increase significantly.
The Zone HM providers conduct large scale
drills twice a year. In June we partnered with
Univar to conduct three days of simulated
response at their facility. Univar employees
were an integral part of creating realistic and
challenging scenarios. In November we conducted a HM challenge. This tested crews
in a variety of key skills with a competitive
twist.

visors. The PSSC students also assisted with
neighborhood notification to over 80 residences to help minimize the impact of our
training on the day of the burn. The structures, located in North Highline’s response
area and are owned by the King County
Housing Authority (KCHA), were built
in 1939. There were a total of fifteen burn
cells prepared inside both of the structures
and over sixty coordinated fire attacks were
made within the two structures on the day of
the training.
The SKCFTC worked with the representatives from the KCHA to ensure that the
necessary paperwork was completed, along
with their sub-contractors to coordinate the
preparation of the structures and the live fire
training. The SKCFTC coordinated with the
King County Sheriff ’s Office, King County
Water District 45, Puget Sound Clean Air
Agency, North Highline School District and
their Transportation Department, Seattle
City Light, Seattle Fire Department Joint
Training Facility and their Dispatch Center
to ensure a well-coordinated live fire training exercise. King County Medic One provided a staffed Medic unit on location the
day of the burn.

Acquired Structures
On October 26th, 2016 the SKCFTC provided NFPA 1403 compliant live fire training to
sixteen Recruit Fire Fighters from the SKCFTC Academy #2. In large part, this training was made possible with assistance from
the Zone 3 Explorers and the Puget Sound
Skills Center (PSSC) students and their ad-
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Pump Academy
In late June of 2016 SKCFTC conducted the
second of two annual pump academies with
twelve students from four different departments. The academy consists of two weeks
of classroom and hands on instruction on
fire service hydraulics and fire ground pump
operations. The two weeks of instruction
concluded with an IFSAC test which certified the student in IFSAC Driver/Operator
Certification.
EVIP New Recruit Training
SKCFTC Recruit Academy #2 had two days
of Emergency Vehicle Incident Prevention
(EVIP) training in October. These two days
consisted of one full eight hour class room
day of instruction on vehicle maintenance,
safety, apparatus operation and general information. The second day of training consisted of driving a cone course with multiple stations building the recruits ability to
maneuver the apparatus. This instruction is
mandatory to comply with the fire service’s
exemption from Washington State Patrol’s
Commercial Driver License (CDL) requirements that would otherwise be required for
driving fire apparatus.

Pump Sims
In the second half of 2016, Engineer trainers
completed five days of pump simulator training at three different departments running a
total of 31 firefighter/engineers through our
pump simulator scenario. The pump simulator training is designed to give engineers
experience managing multiple line fire scenarios. The engineer operates a fire engine
with multiple lines attached to the pump
simulator and manages the scenario as if
multiple crews are operating different sized
lines and different nozzles all requiring different pressures. Firefighters manage this
dynamic scenario plus managing a simulated loss of water supply while communicating
with fire crews and command via radio. The
pump simulator is a valuable training tool
that allows operators to get realistic hands
on training using their own apparatus.

High Rise Training: Hydraulics
Engineer trainers were responsible for a portion of the Block 5 High Rise training. Over
the course of sixteen days over 300 engineers
were instructed in the basics of water supply
and delivery to high rise incidents.

Truck Company Operations
The second half of 2016 kept the Truck Companies busy with two quarterly drills as well
as the second Truck Academy of the year.
The Trucks also honed their skills at the Live
Fire Block Training in November with two
scenarios where they performed a Vent-Enter-Search (VES) rescue drill as well as vertical ventilation on a multi-family building
over live fire. The live fire added realism
with smoke and heat from a class A fire and
allowed the trucks to coordinate ventilation
with the interior attack crews.
The SKCFTC Truck Academy occurred the
third week of June and had 17 students from
departments throughout Zone 3. Truck
Companies were sent pre-study material in
lieu of classroom teaching time, which provided for more hands-on training, cut time
and vertical ventilation. Truck Companies
built on the 5-cut method including making
heat holes, center hallway cuts and strip cuts.
They also performed more advanced evolutions such as louvre-in-lieu utilizing two
sawyers cutting simultaneously on a panelized commercial roof.

Third Quarter Truck Training used three
skill development stations: performing a
VES from the aerial out of a fourth story
window, setting up an aerial master stream
and forcible entry on an inward swinging
door. There was a fourth station for the officers and acting officers called “Assigning
the Truck”. This paralleled a class given at
the BC Training which allows the Incident
Commander and Truck Officer to improve
communications on the fire ground by clarifying some of the Blue Card language and
making sure they are on the same page with
truck assignments.
The Fourth Quarter Training focused on
advanced ground ladder operations. Crews
practiced deploying ladders for rescue in a
variety of different conditions. The scenarios got progressively more difficult adding
elements like parked cars and dumpsters impeding ladder placement.

TRUCK OPS

ENGINEER &
DRIVER TRAINING
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES

Defibrillation/CPR Review
In the latter half of 2016 we have done 45
downloads for our Consortium members,
listened to 106 events, and have done 111
crew reviews. The focus is on the Quality
Assurance (QA) of our CPR/defibrillation
events. Overall, the crews have been doing
an excellent job with several letters of commendation written to celebrate outstanding
achievement.
Stroke Committee
The Consortium had a presence in the
monthly Stroke Committee meetings at Valley Medical Center. Items discussed included: ER and EMS interface, ESO adaptation
for Renton in 2016 and the rest of the Consortium for 2017, and the upcoming changes
with Stroke care for 2017.
Narcan Training
Training Consortium staff assisted in the
development of Narcan training for a pilot study in consortium departments. The
training video produced by Captain O’Hern,
the EMS Division and King County Medic
One will be used throughout King County
for initial Narcan training.

King County Airport MCI Drill
The EMS Division assisted the King County Airport firefighters with an MCI drill
involving a plane crash with ten simulated
patients. The training included producing
a PowerPoint, giving the classroom portion,
and doing an in-field manipulative exercise.
Brain Oximetry
Training is being developed for an additional
pilot study involving brain oximetry during
field resuscitation. Members from the Puget
Sound RFA will be the first to participate
in the 24 month initial study. The goal is to
gather information on how the brain processes oxygen during resuscitation events
and how to improve long term outcomes for
patients. This training will include viewing a
PowerPoint (produced by Dr. Rea), recruiting instructors for each shift and giving the
“Train the Trainer” classes to these instructors.
New Defibrillator Training
The EMS Division assisted North Highline
with their initial training on their new FR3
defibrillation machines. This included assistance with initial settings and developing a
training lesson plan for their members.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The training consortium continues to work
to provide focused professional development support for operations personnel from
recruit firefighters to seasoned Battalion
Chiefs. 2016 marks the beginning of Consortium sponsored recruit training as well as
the standardization of firefighter apprentice
content for the first three years of training.

Recruit Training
The South King County Fire Training Consortium conducted two recruit academies in
2016. During the first half of the year, Recruit Academy 1 included eight Consortium
department new hires: seven recruits from
Kent Fire RFA and one recruit from North
Highline. Recruit Academy 2 expanded to 16
recruits from Renton, Tukwila, North Highline, and Kent. There were also outside agency participants from Tumwater, Longview,
and Fire District #44.
The recruit academy consists of 18 weeks of
difficult and demanding training based on
the best practices of the region. At the end
of the training recruits are fully equipped to
seamlessly join our current force with the
skills they need to be successful. During the
academy process the recruits’ complete IFSAC certification for Firefighter I, Firefighter
II, Hazmat Awareness, and Hazmat Operations Certifications. They finish the academy with five weeks of intensive EMT education earning their Washington State EMT
certification and assuring that they have the
knowledge and skills to deliver the level of
patient care expected on their first shift.
The Recruit Academy requires two to three
full time instructors to manage the daily
operations of the class. Individual subjects
are instructed by the rest of the training staff
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resulting in 3-5 training officers each day involved with the recruits. The size of the recruit academies is expected to grow over the
next two years as departments experience an
increase in retirements. Recruit class three
begins with 25 recruits from within the
consortium departments, more than three
times the size of the first class one year ago.
Now more than ever it is important to have
a training process that is cost effective and
streamlined to prepare the next generation
of firefighters for service.

JATC
During 2016 The JATC program for training consortium agencies was modified by
a work group composed of representatives
from each department and JATC committee. The group worked hard to standardize
the content for all portions of the program
and agreed on content for each of the steps
within the three year program. Terminology
was adjusted to match the state JATC committee and to facilitate better communication with the State. There are still six sections
to the program: Step 1 is year one, Step 2 is
year two, and Step 3 is year three; and each
step has two sections, A and B. Most of the
objectives for the three year program focus
on Consortium best practices and the Firefighter Fundamentals Manual. Additionally,
there are objectives focused on department
specific policy and procedures, as well as local area maps. In years one and two, the apprentice develops a solid foundation in the
skills and knowledge required for their role
as firefighter. Year three provides apprentices the opportunity to learn about the greater
context of company operations. Step 3A, exposes the apprentices to the role of the engineer within emergency response operations.
The final six months of the program, Step 3B,

gives the apprentice a deeper understanding
of the role of the officer.

The JATC Work Group developed the entire three year program to be delivered in
the eLogic learning management system.
Once the apprentice is assigned to the JATC
program in eLogic, they are automatically
advanced through the program as they successfully complete each step. The resources
for each section are attached and easily accessible. All skills sheets are attached to their
respective objectives for easy reference. Every time an apprentice signs off an objective
it goes to their officer for final approval, improving both oversight and accountability.
The great amount of work each apprentice,
officer, and proctor will do is recorded into
their Training and safely stored in the program as one complete package. Electronic
delivery of the JATC program will accurately
record the amount of training hours devoted
to the program each year.
The testing process for JATC has also improved with technology. The tests are given
online and scored immediately. The training
division generates tests that relate to general consortium objectives with an additional
department specific portion for each department. The practical tests are standardized
and conducted using skill sheets on the iPad
so that, when completed, they are automatically documented and electronically stored.
The program is designed to enroll apprentices after they graduate the SKCFTC recruit
academy. Eight apprentices from Recruit
Class 1 are enrolled and going through the
new program. The members of Recruit Class
2, including members from four Consortium departments, will be enrolled and start

their process toward Journeyman status in
January of 2017. The JATC Work Group
and Training Officers will continue to peer
review the JATC program content, allowing
for refinements and continued strengthening of the program over time. The changes accomplished in 2016 will save training
resources and allow the training division to
more effectively manage apprentice development on a regional level.
B/C Training
Annual BC training occurred the week of
September 6th. Fifty-eight Chief Officers attended the training over the course of four
days. This interactive training, taught by
subject matter experts, further enhance the
operational consistencies within the consortium agencies.
These all day sessions included Battalion
level classes on Bakken Oil Train incidents,
and how to manage incidents involving light
rail. Time was spent practicing procedures
for transitioning between type 4, type 5, and
type 3 incidents. The content for BC training was developed in response to requests
from the chiefs for training in low frequency
events that require a large or complex command component. Other portions of the one
day class encompassed firefighter exposure
reduction. With the increasing incidence
of firefighter cancers, this class was well received and many of the best practices have
been adopted by consortium agencies.
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PERSONNEL
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TRAINING HOURS COMPLETED
Department			

2015 Hours

2016 Hours

Per Capita

Burien/North Highline
Quarterly Training			
8,850.5		
7,262.5
AdHoc Hours			1,530.30		488.75		
Total Annual Training		10,380.8		7,751.25		125.02
Enumclaw
Quarterly Training			N/A			1,926.75
AdHoc Hours			N/A			339.49
Total Annual Training		N/A			2,266.24		64.75
KCFD#20
Quarterly Training			2,793.4		1,694.5
AdHoc Hours			945.5			375.05
Total Annual Training		3,738.9		2,069.55		68.99
Kent
Quarterly Training			33,320.8		27,302.2
AdHoc Hours			4,245.1		5,569.54
Total Annual Training		37,565.9		32,871.74		174.85
Maple Valley
Quarterly Training			5,911.1			5,795
AdHoc Hours			726.5			648.8
Total Annual Training		6,637.6		6,443.8		94.76
Renton
Quarterly Training			23,820.4		17,152.95
AdHoc Hours			3,899.5		1,497.45
Total Annual Training		27,719.9		18,650.4		139.18
Tukwila		
Quarterly Training			9,747.3		7,001.75
AdHoc Hours			1,316.9		1,988.15
Total Annual Training		11,064.2		8,989.9		179.8
Vashon
Quarterly Training			N/A			1,869.7
AdHoc Hours			N/A			266.25
Total Annual Training		N/A			2,135.95		42.72
VRFA 		
Quarterly Training			15,528			16,887.8
AdHoc Hours
		
1,942.3		
2,324.65
Total Annual Training		17,470.3		19,212.45		182.98
TOTAL
Quarterly Training			99,971.3		94,707.4
AdHoc Hours			14,686			13,516.88
Total Annual Training		114,657.3		108,224.28		
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DIRECTORY
ADMINISTRATION

EMS TRAINING

HEALTH & WELLNESS

Eric Tomlinson
Deputy Chief of Fire Training
253.856.4382
etomlinson@kentfirerfa.org

Dawn Judkins
Captain
253.856.4322
djudkins@kentfirerfa.org

Stephen Rawson
Captain
253.856.4361
srawson@kentfirerfa.org

Rick Cox
Battallion Chief of Special Ops & Professional Development
253.856.4487
rcox@kentfirerfa.org

ENGINEER TRAINING

MULTI MEDIA

Reed Astley
Firefighter
253.856.4341
rastley@kentfirerfa.org

Bill Mack
Battallion Chief of Fire Operations,
EMS, Auto Extrication & Engineer
Training
253.856.4386
bmack@kentfirerfa.org

Pat O’Hern
Captain
253.856.4336
pohern@kentfirerfa.org

Dave Little
Engineer
253.856.4383
dlittle@kentfirerfa.org

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Tina Williamson
Administrative Supervisor
253.856.4406
tmwilliamson@kentfirerfa.org

Jason Konieczka
Captain
253.856.4340
jkonieczka@kentfirerfa.org

FIRE OPS TRAINING

Alexandra Novotny
Administrative Support II
253.856.4337
anovotny@kentfirerfa.org

John Madden
Captain
253.856.4339
JMadden@kentfirerfa.org

AGENCY LIAISONS

Steve Parsons
Engineer
253.856.4335
sparsons@kentfirerfa.org

Cari Coll
Battalion Chief, Vashon Island
ccoll@kentfirerfa.org
Ryan Rodenberg
Firefighter, Enumclaw
rrodenberg@kentfirerfa.org

HAZMAT TRAINING
Sean Penwell
Captain
253.856.4332
spenwell@kentfirerfa.org

Dan Alexander
Lieutenant, Recruit Training, JATC, ISO
& Officer Development
253.856.4329
dalexander@kentfirerfa.org
Scott Galassi
Captain, Recruit Training
253.856.4338
sgalassi@kentfirerfa.org
SPECIAL OPS TRAINING
Jason Herman
Captain, Tech Rescue
253.856.4325
jherman@kentfirerfa.org
Joe Kupferling
Captain, Wildland
253.856.4384
jkupferling@kentfirerfa.org
Dan Powell
Lieutenant, Water Rescue
253.856.4327
dpowell@kentfirerfa.org

146.84
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